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Abstract: 

Since the 1970s, when the first segregated bus corridor was designed and 
implemented in the city of Curitiba, Brazil, this public transport concept, later named 
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), has been developed and implemented in many cities 
worldwide, with recognized technological improvements. It is broadly known 
successful cases in different countries that has demonstrated high level of 
operational performance and outstanding design of the transport systems. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the acceptable operational results, the plans should expand 
the area of influence delimitated for the studies, including the accessibility and the 
integration with other transport modes, specially pedestrians.  

A study carried out in the city of Criciuma, Brazil proposed to assess itineraries door-
to-door, including the BRT system implemented in the city in 1996 and the main 
pedestrian zones, to detect and to analyse the barriers for the accessibility to 
important traffic attraction zones in the city, like the city centre and an education 
district, where are located the university and three technical schools. The field work 
and the analysis had the participation of a student of urban geography as an 
assistant researcher. Important to note that the student was in a recovering process 
of a traffic accident. At that moment she had problems for walking and imbalance. 
Therefore, her feedback was important for testing the service in practice, as for the 
measurement of timing, the transport facilities lay-out and design, and for the inputs 
on the results of the survey.  

The findings of this study identified the main bottlenecks of the itinerary and, based 
on them, improvements was proposed. The bottlenecks was classified according to 
the level of difficulty to overcome until the level “stopping point” or “absolute barrier”. 



For instance, was observed the degree of inclination of the ramps, the sidewalks 
pavement (type and quality of the construction or maintenance), the urban 
equipments, like public telephones cabinets, signalling, and the public transport 
equipments.  

For the criteria ‘public transport equipments’ was taken into account the access to the 
BRT terminals/stations and the buses. Important to highlight that the access to some 
BRT station was classified as absolute barrier to wheelchair users, for example the 
crossing safety elements or the existence of physical obstacles. In other critical 
points, elements of the design of the stations/terminals represented the bottleneck or 
absolute barrier for blind people, elderly and wheelchair users. For example, the 
inclination degree of the ramps, the width of the gates and turnstiles, fare collection 
and validation points height.  Therefore, a continuation of the research was proposed 
to assess the items related to the station elements  as for the design towards user-
friendly accessibility and universal design and the integration with other transport 
modes, specially pedestrians. The second part of the field work will be conducted in 
the next months aiming to have an evaluation of the level of service of the BRT 
station as for the items cited above and to place recommendations based on the final 
findings of the research.   
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